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The "IIScAA Science Forum - Popular Lecture series" is intended to promote the quality of the 

dialogue on the new roles and challenges of global society. The IIScAA Science Forum is a 

service to the Society and Community to impart scientific culture, knowledge, scientific temper 

and inspire young minds. The IIScAA Science Forum will also educate the public regarding the 

contribution of the IISc in Science & Technology by arranging Lectures by eminent scientists from 

IISc. The speakers include eminent personalities both from IISc and persons of national importance. 

IISc. Alumni Association felt that conducting such regular periodical Lectures by eminent Scientists / 

Technologists will go a long way in fostering Science & Technology in the country.

This series of Lectures by eminent speakers in their area of expertise would particularly enthuse the 

Student community, the most needed confidence and interest in the field of Science & Technology. It may 

be noted that this Popular Lecture series is open to one and all including general public.

The  Lecture in this series will be delivered Thirty First 

by Mr. Adesh Jain
Hon. National President, PMA-India 
Member, Advisory Board, International Cost Engineering  Council (ICEC) 

International Institute of Projects & Program Management (I2P2M)Chairman, 

on  

Date
Venue : 

 :   Time :Saturday, November 17, 2012  
Faculty Hall, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore

 

4.00 P.M.

5.30 p.m.Tea :

“Awakening project consciousness through
stakeholders buy in”

Moderator : Dr. Parameshwar P. Iyer 

Speaker : Mr. Adesh Jain

Adesh Jain is Honorary Founding President of PMA, India, a not for profit registered society engaged in strengthening project management movement in India. He is the 
first non-European to have become the President of IPMA in 2005. He is a Member of the International Cost Engineering Council (ICEC) Advisory Board. 

Adesh holds a Bachelor of Science in Mathematics (1962) and a Bachelor of Engineering in Electrical Technology (1965) from the Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore.  
He has done his Masters in Engineering with specialization in Control Systems from North America in 1967.  

In 1991, Mr.  Jain was honored by the late Dr. S D Sharma, former President of India, for laying a strong foundation of IT and project management.

He is the most sought after keynote presenter worldwide. He has given over many keynote presentations including the conference organized by NASA in Feb. 2010 where he gave a talk on 
'Breaking Boundaries – the key to Innovation'. It was a great honor for him to be invited by NASA again, to speak at the 'PM Challenge – 2012' in Orlando, USA on 22nd Feb 2012. The topic of his 
talk was – ''Awakening project consciousness through stakeholders buy in'.

In short, Adesh Jain is a legendary figure whose passion and dedication for strengthening project management is recognized worldwide. He is a visionary leader who has helped to shape the 
PM profession globally.

Dr. Parameshwar P. Iyer is a Principal Research Scientist in the Department of Management Studies at the Indian Institute of Science. He has had his education from IIT 
Kharagpur, the University of Illinois, and the University of California. He has been a faculty previously at Rutgers University of New Jersey, IIT Kharagpur, and IIM Kozhikode. 
Dr. Iyer's areas of interest include Project Management, Entrepreneurship, Strategy, and Business Systems. He has written three books, co-edited three Conference 
Proceedings, and published over 45 research papers. He has also contributed significantly by offering Management Development and Consultancy services to over a 
dozen major corporates. In particular, he has trained over 3000 professionals from industry in the above areas, through Continuing Education programs, especially in 
Project Management. Dr. Iyer is a member of several professional bodies, notably the Systems Society of India, the Institution of Engineers (India), and the Global Institute 
of Flexible Systems Management.

Abstract : Projects are undertaken to build future. As future is not an extension of the past, we must take decisions consciously as part of the strategic map without letting the past haunting 
us. Too much dependence on 'engraved or past memories' impacts our ability to be innovative in evolving and following innovative strategies. 'People' are at the center stage of innovative 
strategies.

Projects are managed by 'people'. People have consciousness. It is therefore, a logical extension that projects have consciousness. The challenge is to formulate the strategy to awaken project 
consciousness.

The most effective way of awakening project consciousness is to maximize the buying in of various stakeholders of a project / program. The correlation between various stakeholders (n in 
number) and the undertaking of a project in a two dimensional plane can be calculated as S1* P Cos (Theta1) where Theta represents the degree of conflict. Theta angle increases with 
increase in conflicts. Second type of conflict exists amongst the Stakeholders (S) which can be calculated as S1*S2 Cos (Phi 1, 2). The correlation can be carried out for 'n' stakeholders. The sum 
of the totality of two types of correlation between stakeholders and stakeholders and a project determines the 'Coefficient of Harmony'. The 'Coefficient of Harmony' is inversely proportional 
to two types of conflicts.
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